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Description
Dive into Laura's delightful world of embroidery and learn how to create small, free-form embroidery pieces that are alive with colour 
and texture. With instructions for 21 basic embroidery stitches and 6 projects, all in Laura's signature colourful, whimsical style, you'll 
transform a flat, plain surface into a joyful, design-packed art piece. Stitch on wool, felt, or silk, and enjoy the simple pleasure of slow 
stitching. Includes a gallery of display ideas, as well as additional ideas for using free-form stitching.

Key Selling Points
Begin with simple shapes and fill them with improvisational stitchery
Change up the provided designs, swapping out colours and trying new stitch combinations, to create your own unique work
From popular, best-selling author and teacher Laura Wasilowski

About The Author
Laura Wasilowski loves fabric. Her first love was a sweet pink gingham fabric selected for a 4-H sewing project. As a college student, she 
discovered more exotic fabrics. And while she earned a degree in costume design, she found a new thrill - dyeing. For many years Laura 
created hand-dyed fabrics for garments that she sold in boutiques across the country. It was a friendly neighbour who introduced Laura 
to her current flame, the art quilt. This latest love is a marriage of fabric, colour, and whimsy that she truly enjoys. Laura lives in Elgin, IL, 
where she hand dyes fabric and thread for her business, Artfabrik.
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